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Abstract 

Custom variables in google analytics 
Google analytics is the de-facto industry standard when it comes to measuring web products’ 
performance. Out of the box, it gives a ton of useful information to the knowledgeable webmaster, but 
it can be customize for special needs. And statistics offices do have special needs. 
 
Measuring the performance of the whole website, or a single page or certain subsets is not 
complicated but, what about the performance of a specific survey and all of its products? Or what 
about the press releases, all of them? Do you tell apart the success of the statistical products and the 
navigation pages? 
 
There are plenty of interesting questions that need complicated and time consuming processes if 
analytics is used as is. This is where customizing/tagging comes into play. 
 
In Eustat we are using custom variables to tag every page of our website. These variables are relevant 
to statistical production (survey code, product type) or dissemination (format, language) plus a fifth 
we currently use as an auxiliary variable for different purposes depending on context. 
Here an example of the analytics script customization: 
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AzterWEB – web performance reporting dashboard 
As a side benefit (not at all small), our customization of analytics allowed us to build a dashboard -a web app-, 
available to everyone within the Basque Statistics Organization to consult the performance statistics of the 
entire website or filter according to one’s special needs. This way, survey’s technicians can check the most 
relevant pieces of data, with the level of detail they desire, from the whole website to a single document. 
 
This dashboard could even be made public, if the organization so desire, as a means for transparency. 
 
This is how it looks without any filtering applied. 
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Introduction 
 
Measuring the success (or failure) of our efforts to disseminate and make statistics popular is 
key for every statistics office. When it comes to web-based products’ performance analytics 
tools make this task easy enough for any web master.  
 
Google analytics -the de-facto industry standard- provides a comprehensive set of tools that 
could even be overkill for most organizations. The granularity allowed by analytics, out of the 
box, is overwhelming. It could even be the base for a full-time job. 
 
Having said that, analytics won’t be enough to meet some special needs a statistical office 
could have. For instance, it would be painfully laborious filtering all the products of a single 
survey in order to adding them up and measure the performance of the survey on the whole. 
Not to mention, making it for all the available surveys. 
 
How do our press releases perform? And our data banks? Languages? Data bank vs. pre-
formatted tables for the same survey? PDF vs DOC vs HTML? 
 
Questions like these can be answered via painstaking filtering but there are better ways to do 
it. URL based tagging or utm campaign tracking are two of these ways, but the best we know 
of is, by a long shot, using “custom variables”.  
 
Custom variables in google analytics make it possible to answer all these questions the easy 
way and, to make things better, they can be used as native variables on analytics mixing them 
in any report. 
 
Even more, they make it possible to set up live statistics boards (via google data studio) so 
that all that knowledge can be shared with all the organization (or even make it public if so 
desired) as we’ll see in the second part of this paper.  
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Chapter 1 – Measuring success  
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Scenario 
 
In our statistical office we are measuring web traffic with google analytics. Plenty happy with 
it but, being it a one-size-fits-all service, it lacks variables we, as statistical office, need. Being 
“Survey” the most important one. 
There’s more than one way to achieve this. It can be done inserting the information in the 
URLs and filtering in our analytics tool; it can be done via “utm” campaign URL marking, 
but the best, most useful and flexible way we know of is by using custom variables. 
 
Custom variables in google analytics 
 
Custom variables –according to google itself- are: 
“name-value pair tags that you can insert in your tracking code in order to refine Google 
Analytics tracking. With custom variables, you can define additional segments to apply to 
your visitors other than the ones already provided by Analytics.” 
For our scenario “aggregations” fits better than “segments” and “pages” fits better than 
“visitors” as we are measuring the performance of our products and not segmenting our 
visitors. 
Custom variables, then, allow us to make aggregations that match our needs, out of the 
standards google provide.  
But, it’s important to know that they can be used also at the visitor level, for example, to track 
paying and non-paying users (in case the website offers premium content); and they can be 
used at the session level, for example, to segment logged and non-logged visitors. 

 
 
5 custom variables 

 
Analytics offers five slots you can populate with your custom variables. We used them all, of 
course.  
For our needs, we’ve set up these five: 

• Language of the content (Spanish, Basque, English) 
• Auxiliary for many needs (formerly it was intended for “topic”) 
• Survey code (official six-digit code that identifies our surveys) 
• Product type (e.g. Press release, table, data bank, definition, graph, report, 

classification, form…) 
• Format (e.g. html, xls, pdf, px, doc,…) 
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And it looks like this on the source code of one of our pages: 
 

 
 
Looking at this code I already know we are before a press release, in Spanish, html view and 
both the topic (113) and survey code (112312) correspond to the Industrial production index. 
Of course, the power of this code relays in the fact that every Spanish page is tagged the 
same, so they can be aggregate; every press release is tagged the same, so they can be 
aggregate; every Industrial production index document is tagged the same, so they can be 
aggregate and so on. 

 
CMS populates it with proper data 
 

Certainly, we do not tag manually every page we disseminate. Our CMS does the heavy 
lifting: 
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In the process of uploading a product to our website we must assign 
1.- Topic 
2.- Survey 
3.- Type of product 
4.- Language 
 
And all this information, along with the final format, is used to populate the custom variables 
of the analytics script within the webpage... 
 

Harvesting on analytics 
 

Now that we have seeded the land, and the data has grown, it’s harvesting time. 
On analytics, we can find our own data ready to be used on analyzing or reporting: 
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And we get this: 
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What’s more, we can set up a custom report for, for example, types of documents: 
 

 
  
 
And the same goes for any other variable we are interested on. 
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Chapter 2 – Internal communication 
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Scenario 
 
People responsible for surveys want to know how their products perform. Most importantly, 
the direction board want it too. 
 
Over the time we’ve complied with these demands with a huge biannual report. It’s huge 
because of the scope but the data it provides is very general, very top level.  
For each and every survey there’s little data (year-on-year evolution of traffic), unless 
requested for any special reason in which case we provide a custom detailed report on 
demand. 
 
But we found a way to offer even more than they want and with a fraction of the work, thanks 
to the implementation of custom variables and using Google data studio to set up a statistics 
dashboard we called AzterWEB (“Azter” being the root of the Basque word “Aztertu” which 
means “Analyze”). 
 
 
AzterWEB – web performance reporting dashboard 
 
As a side benefit (not at all small), our customization of analytics allowed us to build a 
dashboard -a web app-, available to everyone within the Basque Statistics Organization to 
consult the performance of our entire website or filter according to one’s special needs. This 
way, survey’s technicians can check the most relevant pieces of data, with the level of detail 
they desire, from the whole website to a single document. 
 
This dashboard could even be made public, if the organization so desire, as a means for 
transparency. 
 
This is how it looks without any filtering applied. 
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Here we can see the performance of the whole web, this year so far. 
But have 6 filters to play around with: 
 
1.- Range of dates 
2.- Geographical origin 
3.- Language of the content (one of our custom dimensions) 
4.- Survey code (custom dimension) 
5.- Document type (custom dimension) 
6.- Title 
 
Notice the filters themselves are data tables. They provide us with the number of “unique 
page views” of the categories in a ranking way. 
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And, it’s also interesting how they behave, as the filters filter also the other filters. So, when a survey is selected, 
the other filters offer only the data of that very survey.  That allows any unexperienced analytics user to reach a 
great level of granularity with ease. 
 


